
May 2021 

Remember: the next club meeting will be held  
at St Rumon’s club, on some Thursday during 2021! 

(hopefully!) 

Not the Photo Competition Winner 

There have been no photos submitted for the competition since last February’s meeting so 
here’s a photo of a rubber duck. 
(Is it obvious that I’m running out of photos for the bulletin? Send new ones NOW!) 
 



 
 
Chairman’s Chat 
 
Despite what are still challenging times its not been a bad start to the flying season with a 
fair amount of airtime being put in both on ridge soaring and thermalling.  Sites continue to 
be a bit of an issue what with birds and grass but the birds will fledge and the grass will be 
cut so hopefully things will improve as the year goes on. 
 
June the 21st may or may not see a change in restrictions allowing a return to club meetings, 
we shall see what happens and  react accordingly, it would be nice to get together again on a 
social side, drink, chat and put the world to rights :) 
 
The club has not as yet made a charitable donation this year and it has been suggested that 
we ask the landowners if they have any specific charities they would like us to support with a 
donation of £100 going to each one. If they do not express a preference the club will donate 
the funds to the Cornwall Air Ambulance. 
 
On the fund raising side club members Steve Dredge and Ollie “Bear” are carrying out some 
extreme activities in support of various charities under the banner of Status Code 14. To find 
out more visit https://statuscode14.com where you can see what they are up to and how 
they can be supported. Best wishes on their challenges and great work guys. 
 
Hopefully as things continue to ease on the restrictions side the whole club will become more 
active again. Over the past year or so the committee has been mainly involved in dealing with 
and reacting to the evolving situation with respect to sites. Whilst the committee is there to 
deal with just such issues it is not there to decide every aspect of the club and members’ 
involvement in what goes on, club direction, social events, flying events, to name a few, is 
welcome. 
 
As we approach half way through the year (sorry to mention that) it is also a good time to 
start thinking ahead … As chairman I will be stepping down making way for some fresh blood 
(and air) plenty of time to think it over and even to get involved if you are interested or 
plenty of time to encourage one of our members to consider the post … 
 
On that note I'll leave it. Enjoy the summer that has finally arrived ;)) 
 
Phippsy 

 
  



Isn’t aerotowing brilliant! 
(Part 4) 
By G Phipps 
With a good looking forecast a few days 
ahead, the plan was to go aerotowing at 
Smeatharpe with a view to attempting the 
goal of flying home to Illogan. However as 
the day approached things started to look 
less promising, with the wind moving from a 
very useful ENE to more of an easterly and 
veering South east as the day went on and 
to add to our woes, thermic activity looking 
low over Smeatharpe, pretty much restricted 
to the northern third of the southwest 
peninsula and dropping off all together 
before Newquay. 
Still, at 06.45 on May 30th, Tim J and I 
headed east under a milky looking sky with 
high cloud, but the bonus of little traffic. 
Numbers were low on the airfield but it 
wasn't long before we were set to go and 
Tim took the first tow around 10.30 to get 
back in the saddle and did a super job 
making it all look easy. Sam J and Russ 
followed and, though being able to extend 
their flights, they were pretty much always 
downwards as expected under the bland sky 
sitting over Smeatharpe whilst things looked 
better either side, though to be fair, not 
much. A tea break, then, with a bit of 
imagination, there was the odd scruffy 
cumulus to be seen. Tim launched taking it 
to 2000ft before releasing. It wasn't good 
but he did pop in a few 360s before I lost 
sight of him as I clipped in. By the time I 
was on the trolley he was actually going up 
just behind launch encouraging Brett to 
harness up.  
Launching into the light/moderate breeze 
was a novelty, lifting off in a fraction of the 
normal time and I soon settled in behind the 
tug. Around 800’ ATO it felt like we had 
flown into something useful so I opted for an 
early release in the hope that a quick 
turnaround would see Brett join us.  Sure 
enough the tug spiralled down and Brett was 
on the trolley as I climbed up moving in 
under Tim.  A bit of toing and froing saw 
Brett and me topping out downwind and 
approaching Dunkeswell Airspace whilst Tim 
pottered off to head back to the Airfield. 
There was no communication on the radio so 
a wave to Brett and a very decisive turn saw 

us both head off to the north of Dunkeswell 
into what was a better, though all things are 
relative, sky in hope of picking something 
up. It was a 7 km glide before finding a 
useable climb, which turned into a good one 
whilst Brett dug himself out of a hole slightly 
north before coming over to join me. The 
middle of a 4 up rough climb is not the best 
time to try and plug your headset back into 
your radio, resulting in a short spiral dive, 
the loss of the core and still no success, so it 
had to wait till I topped out and started the 
next glide.  

 
Keen not to get drifted too far north, we 
turned parallel to the motorway on the edge 
of what cumulus there were and after 
another 6 km glide found a solid climb under 
the next cloud drifting us to Cullompton. 
Moving to the north side of the motorway, 
we again flew alongside it for another 10 km 
in a SW direction, keeping us nicely clear of 
Exeter ATZ. Things were going far better 
than expected but the lack of clouds to the 
south and the steadily veering wind were not 
helping our progress. 
The next climb saw us head more WNW, 
dictated by the cloud, towards Crediton and 
it took another 9 km before we found some 
very light lift. We both scratched around 6 to 
700' AGL, finding bits and bobs but getting 
further apart. Luckily for me, bit by bit, the 
lift filled in and saw me climb away whilst 
Brett fought it out with some more elusive 
lift which finally left him and, despite a good 
effort searching over every possible source, 
he landed just east of Crediton. 
As sod’s law would have it, things got easier 
from there, with glides coming down to 
around the 5 km mark between thermals 
and managing to keep above about 2500’ 

Not from the day, but one of the few photos 
looking down on Phippsy! 



ASL and cloud base moving steadily up to 
over 4,000’ ASL. The drift was WNW with 
the best clouds always to the north but I 
stuck doggedly to the southern edge, eying 
up the distant clouds way off to the SW. 
Realising that each time I glided to the last 
cloud another would start to form just past 
it, there was no need to rush as the risk of 
out flying the sky was very real. With the 
North coast well in sight, temptation to glide 
off into the blue towards Cornwall overtook 
me and with my brain saying you are going 
to glide to the ground but at least it’s the 
right way, I punted out into the blue. It did 
not take long before sense kicked in, 
stimulated by the poor air, and, hanging a 
right, I headed north back to the better air. 
Taking stock, the decision was made to fly 
as far west as need be before heading south 
west along what now appeared be some 
form of convergence cloud following the 
north coast. 

 
Making it to the “convergence” cloud, my 
track bore off to the left in a southwest 
direction. The drift was still WNW so every 
climb resulted in drifting towards the coast 
and every glide more or less crosswind. Still 
it seemed to work and whilst I could not find 
any solid convergence line, the thermals 
feeding the inland side were reliable and 
solid and with base now moving up to well 
over 5,500' ASL life was good. My thoughts 
drifted to what a change from last year when 
we were all cooped up, to this year when 
only yesterday I was out fishing on our boat 
with one of my sons, catching Bass up to 
10lb 7oz and here I am today cruising along 
over one of the most beautiful places in the 
Country. 

Crossing into Cornwall saw things going 
nicely and it wasn't long before the altimeter 
showed 5,800' as the misty bits arrived. The 
views were spectacular, with the benefit of 
being able to recognise places along the 
way. Trevose head with Newquay headland 
behind became clearly visible along with the 
Camel estuary. The glides were less sinky 
and flying through the bits of cloud being 
sucked up from below was an added bonus.  
Davidstow was nearly on track, giving a 
bird’s eye view of a paramotor taking off, 
before gazing down at a golf course and 
pond where I spent many an hour wading 
around picking pond weed in the past. The 
clouds were thinning and the end of them 
was rapidly approaching just past Camelford 
so it was time to make the most of the last 
one. 

 
 
A good climb took me pretty much to base 
before the inevitable final glide; the question 
was, do I head to Trevose head or carry on 
more crosswind for an easier retrieve… 
Sticking to the A39, I opted for the latter 
and enjoyed a superb 21km glide in smooth 
air, over Wadebridge, finally losing a little 
height to land in the last nice field just 
before Winnards Perch, right beside Dave 
Bazely's tow field that we had so much fun 
in all those years ago. The landing was fine 
but the approach saw me a little low over 
the A39. Fortunately it was only a car that 
passed under me and not the tractor with 
silage trailer; otherwise it may have been a 
different story! 

 
With just over 5 hours in the air, it was 
great to get out of the harness and look 

The zig zag track, following the best lift 

Rising cloudbase as the flight progresses. 

A straight glide from th last cloud of the day. 



back at the cloud that I had come from; by 
the time I had started to de-rig even that 
had gone. Tim, who had had a super day 
flying around the airfield was already on the 
road, so after packing away I had time for a 
snooze before he arrived with some very 
welcome supplies to take me home. 

 

So, despite not making home, it was an epic 
day and far, far better than envisaged when 
we set off both in the morning and on that 
first glide away from the airfield. Only 
another 20 miles to find … 
 
A big thank you to all involved it could not 
have happened without the team effort :) 
 
For a flight through click this link 
https://ayvri.com/scene/nxkwnn99k8/ckpc9t
4x200013e5rcm95f7dn  
 
 

 
 
 
 

KHPA XC leagues 2021
  
And STILL no one has ventured over the back from St Agnes or Carn Brea, or scooted down 
the coast from Perranporth or St Agnes! 
Please, SOMEONE just push it a little way and then ENTER A SCORE! 
 
XC leagues to 31-05-2021 
 
Hang gliding Name Total 

   

   

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Paragliding Name Total 

   

   

XC flights this month 

Even the view from the ground was pretty good 



And if you weren’t aware, there’s something going on around Carbis Bay for the next fortnight! 

 



 



 


